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IN THE PAST FIFTEEN YEARS, portable accelerometers have been used in the research field to characterize the intensity and duration of physical activity (PA), and their output has been used for the estimation of energy expenditure (EE) (8, 12, 14) . Accelerometer devices are typically worn at the hip with the aim of capturing displacement of the subject's center of mass, which is generally associated with moderate-to high-intensity activities, and accounts for the largest EE differences from baseline. For data to be collected for more than 1 day, long enough to assess the patterns of PA in free-living individuals, most accelerometery-based PA monitors have historically reported one data point per minute, which represents the summation of acceleration events during the minute. The output of PA monitors is reported to the investigator in units of activity counts (26) , which are an arbitrary unit specified by each device manufacturer. To our knowledge, this integration (or summation) process was not designed a priori for estimating EE; rather, it was dictated by memory capacity and battery life in early accelerometers while still giving investigators an intensity scale to rate PA. It is therefore possible that other characteristics of raw acceleration signals may yield better predictive outcomes.
Early modeling approaches relating activity counts and EE typically assumed a linear relationship between the activity count values and EE measured using indirect calorimeters (12, 15, 18, 24) . Linear regression fits were used because of their computational simplicity and ability to well characterize the energy costs of moderate intensity, ambulatory activities (walking and jogging). Although models based on this strategy provided an excellent first approximation of the relationship between acceleration signals and EE, they have suffered in their generalization to different PA types and subject populations (27) . This is because the models were predominantly developed using short protocols containing set paces of dynamic PA and were developed on homogeneous subject populations. Estimation accuracy of generalized linear models also varies greatly between subjects with different personal characteristics (for example, age, height, body mass) because identical accelerations may not result in the same metabolic costs for these individuals, although the activity count values may be the same.
Several investigators have sought to improve model accuracy by increasing the amount of information gathered during each measurement epoch. This effort has included adding additional acceleration dimensions at the hip (8, 20) , adding sensors to the limbs (wrist and ankle) for more complete movement detection (8, 15) , and coupling physical and physiological information, such as heart rate, near body temperature, and skin impedance (6, 16, 22) . With the use of the additional data collected by these devices, more mathematically sophisticated and in some cases more accurate models relating acceleration and energy expenditure have been developed, such as multiple linear regressions (14) and generalized nonlinear models (8, 21) . Recently, a new model for EE estimation was developed that called for recording data in finer time intervals (1 s) using a uniaxial accelerometer rather than collecting more channels or types of sensor data (10) . In this model, the minute-by-minute coefficient of variability (CV) was computed with 10-s data segments. This CV was used as an initial discrimination tool to determine which of two nonlinear models should be applied to the minute of data. This modeling approach was made possible in part because of improvements in the data storage capacity and battery life of modern accelerometers. Increases in the amount of data acquired from each minute of PA open the field to new analytic solution techniques that rely on multiple measurements acquired from each minute of measured activity.
By increasing the number of acceleration samples per minute, more analytically sophisticated approaches, relying on automated pattern recognition and machine learning, have been applied to several aspects of PA monitoring. The majority of this work has focused on identifying postures (7), locations within a finite space (17) , or PA types (3, 19) . High probabilities of correct identifications have been shown for several PA types and activity contexts. It has also been shown that the speed and incline of self-paced free-living walking can be estimated with the use of data acquired from treadmill walking using similar analytic frameworks (2). To our knowledge, however, no group has used accelerometer data, coupled with machine-learning algorithms, to predict minute-by-minute EE.
The purpose of this study was to expand on existing EE modeling techniques by capturing raw (32 Hz) acceleration signals from a biaxial accelerometer worn at the hip. We propose a feature extraction scheme where the dense acceleration signals are reduced to a small number of simple to compute statistical parameters (features) that are well correlated with the minute-by-minute EE measured by a whole room indirect calorimeter. The reduced signal information and subject demographics (sex, age, height, weight, body-mass index, and racial/ethnic background) were used to develop an artificial neural network (ANN) model to estimate minute-by-minute EE. Results of the ANN model were compared with both a traditional accelerometer regression equation and the proprietary output of a commercially available accelerometer array.
METHODS

Participants
One hundred and two healthy adults (46 men, 55 women) between the ages of 18 and 70 years completed this study. Subjects were free of both diseases and medications known to alter metabolic rate and major orthopedic limitations and were nonsmokers. The characteristics of these subjects are shown in Table 1 .
Experimental Procedures
Volunteers were recruited from the middle Tennessee area using flyers, e-mail distribution lists, and personal contact. Before participation, all subjects signed an informed consent document approved by the Vanderbilt University Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects. Each subject was asked to stay in the room calorimeter for ϳ24 h while minute-by-minute activity data were acquired with multiple commercially available accelerometery-based PA monitors. Each subject was asked to engage in two structured activity intervals. The morning activity period included self-paced walking and jogging (both in the room and on the treadmill), and the afternoon activity period contained sedentary activities, such as deskwork, along with stationary biking (Fig. 1) . Each prescribed activity was performed for 10 min followed by a 10-min rest period to allow the metabolic rate to return to baseline between intervals and to allow post hoc discrimination between activity types. During times when no activity was prescribed, subjects were encouraged to engage in their normal daily PA routine as much as possible. Subject's height and body mass were measured on the morning of the study visit.
Instrumentation Activity-energy measurement system. EE was computed on a minute-by-minute basis by the Vanderbilt University room calorimeter, which is located within the Vanderbilt General Clinical Research Center. This system measures oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production with high accuracy (system error of Ͻ1%). The room calorimeter is an air-tight environmental room measuring 2.5 ϫ 3.4 ϫ 2.4 m. The calorimeter is equipped with a toilet and sink, desk, chair, telephone, television, DVD player, stereo system, bed, treadmill, and exercise bike. Although the calorimeter floor contains a force plate and the room has several event markers, information from these systems was not utilized for these experiments. Technical details of the calorimeter have been previously reported (23) . Accelerometers. Subjects were outfitted with both the ActiGraph (Fort Walton Beach, FL) uniaxial accelerometer and a custom-designed activity monitor, which is a derivative of the commercially available IDEEA (MiniSun, Fresno CA) monitor. The commercial IDEEA monitor consists of an array of five accelerometers (20 ϫ 15 ϫ 4 mm, 2 g) attached to the skin via hypoallergenic tape at the sternum, midthigh, and bottom of each foot. Each sensor is wired to a hip pack that serves to synchronize the signals from each channel and store the data. Although high accuracy for the IDEEA PA type identification routine has been published (29) , the study designed to validate the EE estimation routine contained only walking, jogging, and lying down (28) , and the EE estimation approach has therefore not been subjected to a rigorous validation in estimation of EE associated with other PA types.
The custom IDEEA monitor used in these experiments includes all of the sensors from the original configuration but adds recording capability at the hip pack (biaxial, anterior/posterior, and medial/ lateral), on each upper arm (uniaxial), and on the top of each hand (biaxial). Raw data (32 Hz) are collected at each of the custom sites with data reported separately for each axis of each sensor, and integrated signals are recorded by the original IDEEA sensors (Fig. 2) . In this configuration, data can be acquired continuously throughout our study visits (ϳ21 h). To our knowledge, none of the commonly used commercially available PA monitors can record raw data for this length of time. Both the ActiGraph and the IDEEA hip pack were worn on a snug elastic band with both monitors located at the right hip. For this study, we used only the raw data from the hip sensors (biaxial) for analyses. Because most investigators only collect data at the hip and it would be ideal to collect field data from only one site to minimize the inconvenience to the subject, we felt it was important to explore model developments that could be applied to traditional hip-mounted accelerometers before expanding our study goals to include multisite analysis. Stationary biking was removed from the analysis for all monitors.
The ActiGraph is a uniaxial accelerometer that has been in widespread use for more than a decade. Device specifications have been published elsewhere (26) . Activity counts were analyzed with a combination of the Freedson equation for moderate-to high-intensity data and the work-energy theorem for low-intensity values (AG FW). This analysis construct is presented in the ActiGraph instruction manual as a way to use the Freedson equation on all intensities of PA data (1, 12) . This equation was chosen because it was developed for 1-min epoch data, and the ActiGraph software is equipped to compute these estimations, making them readily available to all researchers.
Modeling Approach
ANN modeling was selected to relate the features of the raw acceleration signal to measured EE on a minute-by-minute basis. ANN modeling is an information-processing paradigm inspired by the way the densely interconnected, parallel structure of the mammalian brain processes information (13) . Models are developed using a learning process in which a series of connection weights, analogous to synapses, are tied to a series of processing elements, analogous to neurons. Because the ANN is presented with input-output pairs, the weight values are adjusted until an optimal solution, in our case prediction of minute-by-minute EE, is achieved. ANN is a good candidate model when there are a large number of inputs for a small number of outputs or when the ideal functional form of the solution is not known (4) .
To implement ANN, we begin by specifying the number of inputs (acceleration or subject characteristic terms), the number of weight values (interactions between the terms), the architecture of the model, and the number and type of output parameters (EE, a single continuous variable) (Fig. 3) . A single neuron receives multiple inputs, which represent characteristics of the acceleration signal or the subjects themselves. The relative importance of each input is specified by a weight value. A single neuron is not capable of solving difficult problems because it may not allow for all required nonlinearities or interaction terms, so multiple neurons are arranged into computational layers linked by transfer functions.
The process by which the model derives a solution is referred to as training because the model is presented with examples for which a known measurement value exists. To begin the training process, each of the network weight values is assigned a small, random value. To improve the estimation error, ANN models "learn" using a feedforward/back propagation approach. The feed-forward process consists of computing the transformations between the inputs and outputs as specified by the current weights and transfer functions (Fig. 4) for each minute of data. The estimation from the forward pass through the network is compared with the measured value, and an error signal is computed. This gradient (rate of change) of the error is used to iteratively adjust the weights. The process of updating the weights constitutes the back-propagation step because, procedurally, it occurs from the output end to the input end. Back propagation is an optimization procedure and can be governed by most standard optimization approaches (9) . Because the same inputs are shown to the network many times and the weights are allowed to adapt, the error signal decreases, and an optimal set of weights can be realized. Training is allowed to continue until a specified error tolerance has been achieved. Once optimized weight values have been realized, EE estimation for novel acceleration inputs consists of a forward pass through the network. Because the forward step consists only of matrix multiplications and summations, the end used is spared the bulk of the computational costs. The computational time for estimating a day of EE values using a small to moderately sized network would be Ͻ1 s.
For this problem, a 12-node input layer, followed by a 20-node hidden layer, and a single node output layer architecture were used. Hyperbolic tangent basis functions were chosen for the input and hidden layer because our data were standardized (mean ϭ 0; variance ϭ 1) before training to reduce magnitude bias in our data. The number of nodes in each layer was empirically determined by a pilot sample of 10 subjects. Values of 5-25 were tested for the input layer, and 5-30 were tested for the hidden layer. Error reductions past the chosen size (12 input, 20 hidden) did not seem to confer significant benefits in error reduction in our pilot sample and were therefore not used in the final development. Training was performed with a gradient descent training function with a learning rate of 0.01.
Validation was performed by leave-one-subject-out cross validation. In this approach, the total data were divided into a training set (n ϭ 101) and a testing set (n ϭ 1). The training set data were used to optimize the model to the estimation of minute-by-minute EE, whereas the test set data, which were not used to derive the model, were used to assess the performance of the model on new data (25). This process was repeated 102 times so that the model performance on each subject's data could be assessed. For each validation step, training ended when the error on the validation set failed to decrease by more than 1e-6 per iteration (after an initial drop), the error gradient fell below 1e-6, or 5,000 iterations were reached.
Feature extraction. Feature extraction is the key step in preparing raw data for ANN modeling. The purpose of this step is data reduction. In this study, 1,920 (32 samples/s ϫ 60 s/min) data points are collected by each IDEEA sensor channel for each minute of study data collected. These values all correspond to a single measurement made by the indirect calorimeter. This amount of information quickly becomes cumbersome to analyze; however, more importantly, redundant information is likely contained in the acceleration signals. It is therefore vital that the raw data are reduced into a small number of parameters that carry the most relevant information. We chose to reduce the data into a series of parameters that we felt were both statistically relevant and physically meaningful. Eleven parameters were extracted from each channel of raw data [median, integral, peak intensity, interquartile interval, skew, kurtosis, peak CV over any 10 s of data, lowest 10 s CV, mean absolute error (MAE), and the summation of signal power above 0.7 Hz, and sum of signal power below 0.7 Hz]. The signal power cutoff of 0.7 Hz was determined based on optimizing the division in the power spectral density between walking and sedentary tasks in a sample of 10 subjects not used for model development. The 11 computed acceleration parameters were then analyzed based on their correlations with one another to eliminate redundant information. This step reduced the inputs to five for each hip sensor channel. These consisted of the peak value, the interquartile interval, the lowest coefficient of variability when each minute of data was analyzed in 10-s increments, the sum of the signal power below 0.7 Hz, and the sum of the signal power above 0.7 Hz. These data were joined in the input set by the subjects' sex, age, height, body mass, and ethnic background because these features have been shown to impact resting metabolic rate and can be easily measured or self-reported (11) .
Feature extraction was designed such that the final inputs to the model are quantities researchers are generally familiar with (at least conceptually). Additionally, by using a small number of easily computed data features, the storage requirements for any future activity monitors would be minimized because raw data would not need to be stored, only the relevant computed parameters. This effectively minimizes the amount of internal storage capacity required of the accelerometer while maintaining the quality of information derived from the raw signal. Model development and feature extraction were performed with Matlab 7.01 (Mathworks, Natick, MA).
Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as means, standard deviation, and total range. Models (AG FW, proprietary IDEEA, ANN) were compared on a per subject basis according to the MAE (Eq. 1), the mean squared error (MSE) (Eq. 2), the absolute percent difference between each model and the measured total energy expenditure (TEE), and the squared Pearson's correlation coefficient (r 2 ) for each subject over the entire study duration, using ANOVA with post hoc Tukey tests. BlandAltman plots (5) were used to examine trends in total EE estimation relative to the calorimeter.
RESULTS
Approximately 112,000 minutes of data were used to train the ANN model. Convergence of the training sets occurred after an average of 3,328 iterations with a range of 475-5,000 iterations (5,000 was the maximum number of iterations allowed for this experiment). The training error as a function of the number iterations showed an exponential decay profile. An error profile from a randomly selected subject is shown in Fig.  5 . Although the rates of decay may change between training Fig. 6 . Minute-by-minute EE estimation using ActiGraph (AGFW), IDEEA, and artificial neural network (ANN). This subject was a 43-yrold male (height of 1.69 m, weight of 76.9 kg, body-mass index of 26.7 kg/m 2 ). The ANN has improved estimation in the high-intensity intervals (walking and jogging on a treadmill) and good detection of the lower-intensity features of the data.
sets and some training sets may have long plateaus early in the training if the initial weight values place the model in an area of space where the gradient is small, all eventually exhibit an exponential profile where the bulk of the error decay occurs over ϳ50 iterations (Fig. 5, inset) . The number of iterations to solution convergence can be altered through the model learning rate, which was set at 0.01 for this model. A linear regression was performed on the MSE vs. number of iterations to convergence. The slope of this regression was not significantly different from zero (P ϭ 0.9214), suggesting that the number of iterations to model convergence did not significantly impact the final error.
Although the ANN was developed on 102 subjects and all subjects wore both the IDEEA monitor and an ActiGraph, only 81 subjects had both IDEEA data (used for ANN development and IDEEA model results) and ActiGraph data as a result of a software problem with the ActiGraph monitors, which has subsequently been corrected. All results shown are based on paired comparisons of the subjects who had both IDEEA and ActiGraph data. A representative subject's minute-by-minute EE estimation showed that the ANN was able to characterize the baseline EE. Additionally, most of the programmed activity intervals and spontaneous PA were well characterized, although some small errors did occur (Fig. 6) .
Summary statistical measures, the r 2 , MAE, MSE (using minute-by-minute EE estimations), and absolute percent difference between the chamber measured and model estimated TEE were computed for the AG FW , IDEEA, and ANN models on each of the 81 subjects (Fig. 7) . All models showed, on average, high correlation with measured minute-by-minute EE. ANOVA revealed that the r 2 was higher (P Ͻ 0.001) in the ANN model relative to the other models and that both the mean of the testing set MAE and MSE were significantly reduced in the IDEEA model relative to AG FW (P Ͻ 0.001), with further reductions (P Ͻ 0.01) also seen when the ANN was compared with the IDEEA monitor proprietary model. The absolute percent difference between TEE measured by the room calorimeter and that estimated by each model was computed to account for differences in the number of measurement minutes and PA intensities represented in each subject's data. Analysis of the percent difference revealed a drop in percent error in the IDEEA relative to AG FW , and a further decrease in error when the ANN was compared with the IDEEA model ( Table 2) .
Bland-Altman plots were used to characterize the ability of each model to estimate TEE during the measurement period (Fig. 8) . AG FW showed an average difference of Ϫ355 Ϯ 240 kcal/day. There was also a significant trend (P ϭ 0.0351) toward underestimation of TEE as the absolute value of TEE increased. The IDEEA model demonstrated a mean difference of 230 Ϯ 209 kcal/day. There was a trend (P Ͻ 0.001) toward overestimation as TEE increased. The ANN shows a mean difference of 21 Ϯ 115 kcal/day. No significant trend (P ϭ 0.86) was observed as a function of magnitude of daily EE. Fig. 7 . Results of summary analysis of ActiGraph (AGFW), IDEEA, and ANN models. The correlation coefficient (r 2 ) was higher in the ANN than in the IDEEA or AGFW model, whereas mean absolute error (MAE), MSE, and absolute percent difference in total energy expenditure (TEE) was reduced. Improvements were noted in both the mean value and the variance of the estimations. Values are means Ϯ SD, with total range in parentheses. ANN, artificial neural network; MAE, mean absolute error; MSE, mean square error. ANOVA for repeated measurements was significant for all error metrics (P Ͻ 0.05) except for MSE between IDEEA and ANN model.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated a procedure of extracting features from raw acceleration data collected by hip-worn accelerometers and development of a minute-by-minute EE estimation model based on ANN techniques. This experiment was developed as a proof of concept to show that, by using features of the acceleration signal other than the integral and combining these features with a flexible, high-dimensional modeling approach, estimation errors for minute-by-minute EE can be reduced, while also reducing the intersubject variability in estimation accuracy, which tends to be high in generalized models. The resulting network model showed a reduction in MAE, MSE, and percent difference in TEE when compared with both a uniaxial accelerometer using integrated signals (AG FW ) and the proprietary model used in the IDEEA monitor, a five-sensor array. In addition to reductions in mean errors for the group, the variance was also reduced, which further suggests the robustness of the ANN modeling approach.
Although the ActiGraph, proprietary IDEEA model, and the ANN model all had high correlation with the TEE on a minute-by-minute basis, this is more reflective of the capability of the accelerometer to determine whether any motion is present, rather than the model accurately reflecting minute-byminute EE intensities. When measures that reflect the magnitude of the EE differences observed on a minute-by-minute basis (MAE or MSE) are considered, significant reductions in error were observed in the IDEEA model relative to AG FW and the ANN relative to both of the other models. The cumulative effect of these error reductions can be observed in the absolute percent difference between measured and estimated TEE. There is reduction of nearly 13% between AG FW and the ANN and 5% between the IDEEA monitor and the ANN. The mean of the difference in TEE was also greatly reduced by the ANN relative to the IDEEA and AG FW with the mean difference in the ANN model being only 21 kcal, suggesting that the model has corrected for some of the baseline offset (resting EE) problems that have been previously observed using the IDEEA model. In the future, the ANN approach should be compared with other nonlinear EE estimation approaches to test the capabilities of the ANN relative to more sophisticated modeling approaches using the ActiGraph.
One of the biggest challenges involved in generalized modeling with accelerometers has been the large standard deviation of estimations between subjects. In this study, we found high individual estimation errors by AG and IDEEA compared with the measured EE [95% CI (Ϫ835 to 125) and (Ϫ187 to ϳ647) kcal/day, respectively]. These values are beyond the treatment effect that we typically target in sustainable weight loss interventions, which is 100 -250 kcal/day. Thus reducing this measurement error has crucial clinical implications. Large variability in performance across subjects may be related to the fact that standard regression approaches do not have sufficient flexibility to alter estimations when the same acceleration count value is achieved by a subject whose personal characteristics are different from those used for model development. The standard deviation in the TEE observed with the ANN, which allows interactions between characteristics and acceleration terms, showed a reduction of ϳ50% relative to AG FW and nearly 45% relative to the proprietary IDEEA model. The IDEEA uses similar characteristics to those used in the ANN and still exhibited a higher variability.
ANN has a number of attractive features for the energy expenditure estimation problem such as the flexibility of estimations across subjects, allowing interactions between all input terms, and its ability to map multiple inputs (acceleration terms) to a single output (EE) without prespecifying a functional form (linear, logistic, and so forth). The major disadvantages of ANN approaches are the computational complexity of the models that may require long training times and a relatively large number of free parameters. Additionally, model training requires a large number of labeled examples, acceleration data from a diverse sample of PA types, for which the EE is known, which requires a long data collection period before models can be developed. These models are also more difficult to disseminate to potential users, which would require developers to create macros or other simple-to-use tools for Fig. 8 . Bland-Altman plots of TEE using AGFW, IDEEA, and ANN models. Both the mean difference between measures and the standard deviation over the subject population show improvements in the ANN relative to the IDEEA and AGFW models. Both the AGFW and the IDEEA models also have significant slope trends (*P Ͻ 0.05), whereas no significant trend was detected for the ANN model.
ESTIMATING EE WITH ANN MODELS
distribution. This is in contrast to generalized linear and nonlinear models, which can easily be presented in a manuscript and implemented by most researchers.
Although a classical ANN may seem like a black box solution technique, we attempted to minimize this appearance by carefully selecting model inputs that make sense in the context of the EE estimation problem. We chose terms that represent the magnitude and frequency of movements and the variability in motion patterns, which may be characteristic of certain PA types. This feature extraction process does require the model developer to make decisions about what data features may be of interest. Alternately, feature extraction can be performed by a standard data reduction technique such as principal component analysis, which achieves data reduction by combining parameters that are linearly related. This process maximizes the amount of the information from the data while eliminating repetitious measurements. The advantage of this technique is its capability to succinctly and consistently reduce data to the desired proportion of the total data variance. The disadvantage is that the reduced data are not composed of characteristics that would be familiar to researchers; rather, the data contain features representing agglomerations of measurements.
Perhaps the most challenging aspects of model development are collecting appropriate model training data and validation. Because there are literally hundreds of modes of PA that individuals may engage in and at least that many profiles for subjects' metabolic response to exercise, models will tend to generalize best to data sets composed of activities similar to those that were used for the original model development. We have attempted to mitigate this factor by 1) asking subjects to self-pace activities and 2) capturing spontaneous bouts of PA. These two steps allow for the collected data to be both diverse in intensity composition and representative of the activity patterns our subjects would normally engage in. To attempt to minimize the potential error increases associated with applying our model to new subjects (generalization errors), a leave one subject out cross-validation procedure was selected. This technique allows the bulk of the collected data to be used in model development relative to a split sample validation where a much larger percentage of the total data is withheld. The data from the validation sample may include unique features that would have affected the model development had they been available, so it is desirable to use as much data as possible for model training. The model presented here, however, is meant only to prove that, in principle, a high dimensional modeling approach such as ANN coupled with feature extraction from raw (32 Hz) acceleration signals can be used for EE estimation on a minuteby-minute basis, and the specific weighting coefficients should not be viewed as final. A split sample validation should also be implemented once a larger data sample has been collected to more independently characterize the model performance.
In conclusion, accelerometers have long been considered a promising tool for estimating EE due to their relatively low price, ease of use, and ability to record for many days at a time. This potential has not been fully met to date because of limitations in our ability to relate the output variables from the monitors to EE. Collecting raw acceleration data has the capability of improving the precision of EE estimation by allowing researchers the flexibility to identify relevant parameters during the feature extraction phase as well as opening the field to high dimensional modeling techniques such as ANN, which have the capability of generating more flexible estimations than more traditional modeling techniques. This study has shown a proof of concept that, by applying feature extraction and ANN models to biaxial acceleration data acquired at the hip, minute-by-minute and total EE estimations can be improved. Additional subjects and modes of PA should be acquired to both validate the current model and for use in developing a more robust algorithm.
